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1. (a) Q/Z is injective, hence Ext1Z(C,Q/Z) = 0, so this follows from the long
exact sequence of Ext-functors. Alternatively, any homomorphism A → Q/Z is a
restriction of some homomorphism B → Q/Z.

(b) One direction was already done in (a). Now suppose that the kernel K of
M → N is non-zero, whereas the induced map Hom(N,Q/Z) → Hom(M,Q/Z) is
surjective. Consider the exact sequence

0→ K →M →M ′ → 0,

where M ′ is the image of M in N . By (a) we then have an exact sequence

0→ Hom(M ′,Q/Z)→ Hom(M,Q/Z)→ Hom(K,Q/Z)→ 0.

From lectures we know that Hom(K,Q/Z) is non-zero. But the surjective map
Hom(N,Q/Z) → Hom(M,Q/Z) factors through Hom(M ′,Q/Z) → Hom(M,Q/Z),
and this is a contradiction.

(c) By (b) we know that A→ B is injective.

If B → C is not surjective, let M 6= 0 be the cokernel of this map. By lectures,
there is a non-zero homomorphism M → Q/Z. But the composition C →M → Q/Z
is an non-zero element in the kernel of Hom(C,Q/Z) → Hom(B,Q/Z), which is a
contradiction.

Let us prove that the composition A→ B → C is zero. We know that the induced
map Hom(C,Q/Z) → Hom(A,Q/Z) is zero. Let A′ ⊂ C be the image of A. The
induced map Hom(A′,Q/Z)→ Hom(A,Q/Z) is injective. By (a), the induced map
Hom(C,Q/Z) → Hom(A′,Q/Z) is surjective. If A′ 6= 0, then Hom(A′,Q/Z) 6= 0.
But then we can find an element of Hom(C,Q/Z) that goes to a non-zero element
in Hom(A,Q/Z), which is a contradition. Thus A′ = 0.

Let L = Ker[B → C]. We have proved that the map A→ B sends A to L, so we
have a natural injective map A→ L. It gives rise to an exact sequence

0→ A→ L→ L′ → 0.
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It is enough to prove that L′ = 0. For this it is enough to prove that Hom(L′,Q/Z) =
0. In view of (a) for this it is enough to prove that the natural map Hom(L,Q/Z)→
Hom(A,Q/Z) is an isomorphism. By (a), the exact sequence

0→ L→ B → C → 0,

gives rise to an exact sequence

0→ Hom(C,Q/Z)→ Hom(B,Q/Z)→ Hom(L,Q/Z)→ 0.

But we are given the exact sequence

0→ Hom(C,Q/Z)→ Hom(B,Q/Z)→ Hom(A,Q/Z)→ 0,

so Hom(L,Q/Z)→ Hom(A,Q/Z) is an isomorphism.

2. (a) Use the projective resolution 0 → Z [n]−→ Z of the abelian group Z/n. It
implies that HomZ(Z/n,B) = B[n] and Ext1Z(Z/n,B) = B/n for any abelian group
A. In particular, Ext1Z(Z/3,Z/3) = Z/3.

We know that the zero element of Ext1Z(Z/3,Z/3) corresponds to the trivial ex-
tension, i.e. the split exact sequence

0→ Z/3→ Z/3⊕ Z/3→ Z/3→ 0.

On the other hand, an extension of Z/3 by Z/3, which is obviously non-split, is the
exact sequence

0→ Z/3→ Z/9→ Z/3→ 0,

where the second map sends 1 ∈ Z/3 to 3 ∈ Z/9. We need one more non-split
extension to account for all elements of Ext1Z(Z/3,Z/3) = Z/3. To get the opposite
extension we need to change the sign of one of the non-zero maps in the extension.
Thus the last remaining extension is the exact sequence

0→ Z/3→ Z/9→ Z/3→ 0,

where the second map sends 1 ∈ Z/3 to 6 ∈ Z/9.

(b) We have Ext1Z(Z/3,Z) = Z/3. The two non-split extensions are given by the
injective maps Z→ Z given by [3] and [−3].

(c) Ext1Z(Z/2,Z/3) = 0. All extensions are split.

3. (a) We can cut this sequence into short exact sequences, each of which has an
injective module in the middle. Thus it is enough to prove this result for n = 1, where
it follows from the long exact sequence of Ext’s using the fact that ExtnR(M, I) = 0
for n ≥ 1 if I is injective.
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4. (a) The surjective map k[x, y]→ k which evaluates polynomials at (0, 0) gives
an isomorphism R/I = k. The R-module structure on k is such that a polynomial∑

i,j aijx
iyj sends b ∈ k to a00b.

(b) Checking that this is a complex is straightforward. To check exactness we
note that if xf1(x, y) + yf2(x, y) = 0, then x divides f2(x, y) and y divides f1(x, y).
Thus f1(x, y) = −yr(x, y) and f2(x, y) = xr(x, y) for some polynomial r(x, y).

(c) Tensoring with k and using that k ⊗R R = k we get the chain complex

0→ k → k2 → k → 0.

The multiplication by x map R → R induces the zero map k ⊗R R → k ⊗R R,
because 1 ⊗ 1 goes to 1 ⊗ x = (x · 1) ⊗ 1 = 0. (We have x · 1 = 0 since x ∈ R acts
by zero on k = R/I.) The same applies to the multiplication by y map R → R: it
induces the zero map k → k. It follows that the second homology group H2 of the
above complex is k. Thus TorR2 (k, k) = k.

Now the long exact sequence of Tor-functors attached to the short exact sequence
in (a) gives that TorR1 (I, k) = k. By a result from lectures, this shows that I is not
a flat R-module.

(d) The torsion subgroup of I is trivial because I ⊂ R and R is an integral domain.
There is no contradiction with the non-flatness of I because R is not a PID. (Indeed,
I is not a principal ideal of R.)
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